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Abstract
Since the creation of the bioinformatics field, and
even more since the creation of the so called nextgeneration sequencing, the relevance of computer
methods and technologies has significantly
increased. We here present several contributions we
have published as solution for different problems
involved in the study of the evolution process.

Background
Phylogenetics is the study of the evolution process
for one or more species. Many different methods
have been developed and published to solve the
different problems involved in these studies. Once
the dataset of biological sequences has been
selected, the first step is to align them [1,2]. The
difference in lengths can appear due to sequencing
errors (digitalizing the biological sample), mutations
(insertions or deletions of one or more sites along
the sequence) or because the researcher also wants
to include fragments of the same genetic region that
were used in other experiments. The second stage is
the phylogenetic inference, where an evolutionary
tree is estimated throught different methods or
evolution models [3,4].
Several software systems have been designed and
implemented to cope with the whole phylogenetic
inference process aforementioned. Some have been
developed for specific biological data, like
ZARAMIT [5], and others are of general purpose,
even large case scenarios, like SATé or DACTAL
[6,7].
The phylogenetic analysis comes right after a
phylogentic tree has been inferred. The study of the
conservation index is one of the most common
analyses, where different levels of molecular
distance (phylogenies involving a set of sequences
of the same species, of closely-related species or
any different set of species) allows to calculate how
well preserved has been a set of substrings of the

input biological sequences through time (and,
therefore, evolution) [8]. This results can be used to
determine the relevance of different parts of the
genome of different species, being the most
conservative sites the most suitable to not being
spreaded through time if any mutation affects them.

Materials and Methods
Phylogenetic inference
PhyloFlow is the first phylogenetic inference system
fully customizable and automatic for novel and
expert users [9]. It has been designed with workflow
techniques
and
implemented
under
Condor+DAGMan. The the systems mentioned in
the background lack of adaptation to the user needs
fixing the tools used as well as their
parameterization. Moreover, many of these systems
have not been designed to handle large-case
scenarios, making them not suitable for input
datasets of more than a few thousand sequences.
Due to the high time and economic cost of inferring
a phylogenetic tree (more than a week for tens of
thousand sequences), the update processes should
happen at most every three or four months.
Meanwhile, the new sequences that might provide
relevant information for biological studies are hold
until the next reconstruction. We proposed
PHYSER [10] as a new method to detect possible
sequencing errors and as an update process for
phylogenetic trees in the time between full-tree
updates.

Phylogenetic analysis
The first stage of a phylogenetic tree analysis
usually involves the visualization of the tree.
Several tools have been proposed for this process,
but many of them provide an intractable interface
when the input phylogenetic tree has more than a
few hundred sequences. Thus, we created
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PhyloViewer [11], a visualization tool intended for
extense phylogenetic trees.
In collaboration with F. Merino-Casallo, we studied
different methods to calculate and study the
conservation index for large input alignments. As a
result, we published a new software tool to measure
the conservation index under different methods and
techniques using parallelization techniques [12].
Furthermore, we studied the impact of different
alignment tools and different parameterizations on
the conservation score for the same datasets.

Conclusion
We have here presented several contributions on the
phylogenetics fields, designed and implemented to
solve different problems involved in the inference
and analysis processes of evolutionary trees.
As future work, we will expand the methods
available and we aim to improve their efficiency
and throughput for very large-case scenarios.
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